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Abstract

This study aimed to examine the effectiveness of the direct instruction method in teaching young individuals with intellectual disability marbling and stone painting, which are considered among leisure-skills. A multiple probe design, one of the single-subject research methods, was utilized in this research. A total of three students, consisting of two males and one female, were included in the study. Probe, screening, and generalization sessions were used to examine the effectiveness of the direct instruction method in teaching marbling and stone-painting skills. The single opportunity method was employed for the assessment. All sessions were conducted in accordance with a one-to-one teaching procedure. The findings of the study revealed that the direct instruction method was effective in teaching marbling and stone painting skills in young individuals with intellectual disabilities. The findings also postulated that the learned skills were maintained at the end of the first, third, and fourth week, and the participants were capable of generalizing the skills to different settings, different people, and materials. To ensure social validity, the opinions of the parents regarding the skills taught to the participants were obtained. They stated that they were satisfied with the intervention and were beneficial for the development of their children. They also expressed that they want these activities to continue. Considering all these findings, it is safe to say that the intervention of teaching marbling and stone-painting skills is effective.
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Introduction

Leisure time activities are important not only for school-age children and young individuals with special needs but for all individuals in society. These activities have an important place in the lives of individuals and are suitable for using time efficiently. They are also useful for developing social relations and nourishing the soul. Individuals experience a powerful sense of belonging when they participate in these kinds of activities. This kind of activities improve motor skills and social interaction, which deteriorate at later ages, especially in those with intellectual disabilities. They promote better health, making one’s own decisions, discovering knowledge and resources, and having a more successful transition from education life to adulthood at their earlier ages. Also, leisure activities are an important tool for the rehabilitation of individuals with intellectual disabilities (Patterson, 2007; Stebbins, 2008).

When IwIDs participate in community-based leisure activities, they develop social interaction with their peers without disabilities, consume their excess energy, and they get the opportunity to have a better quality of life. Activities appropriate for their age contribute to their social relations and physical and mental health, and also accelerate their skill development and improve the perception of being a member of the community they live in. Individual differences were focused on less in group activities; therefore, common interests are shared at higher levels in a group. Leisure time is an essential component for family members and educators in social integration. Unfortunately, IwIDs are not aware of this potential throughout their lives and are mainly engaged in home-based activities on their own, being deprived of participating in group activities (Mahon et al., 2000).

Kaya (2019) classifies leisure activities for IwIDs as follows: leisure/vocational activities: mirrors, door decoration, making felt crafts (as knick-knackery), relief, origami, kirigami, collage (paper crafts), jewelry design, rug weaving, wattling, knitting, magnet making, candle making, soap making, wood painting, and building models of vehicles; Artistic activities: playing an instrument, solo singing, choir, folk dances (music), drawing, drawing people, themed paintings, marbling, ceramic crafts, photography (visual arts, theater, cinema, drama, and dancing (dramatic arts)); Physical/sportive activities: hiking, physical training (physical activities), athletics, basketball, riding, cycling, bowling, darts, football, gymnastics, swimming, skating, tennis, volleyball (sports activities); Social and cultural activities: excursions, special days, picnic, cinema, theater, concert, exhibition, shopping; Entertainment/game activities: various games, technological devices (computers, tablets, and game consoles), storytelling hours, cinematography, and paintball.

When IwIDs participate in leisure/vocational activities, they produce a variety of products and spent quality time. Besides, participating in artistic activities will give them an opportunity to obtain an individual identity, increase their self-confidence to express themselves well, provide motor skills, and enhance their hand-eye coordination. Participation in physical/sportive activities keep their healthy, make them socialized, and motivate them with a sense of accomplishment. While social/cultural activities ensure integration and fitting in society, it was found that participation in entertainment/game activities fosters compliant behaviors and treat problematic ones. It appears that through these activities, IwIDs feel more valuable and tolerant. Besides, some studies claimed that social/cultural activities have positive effects on these aspects, such as building a sense of competition, being a part of a team or a group, and self-confidence (Aksu, 2011; Kaya, 2019; Sukan, 2013; Yaman, 2015).

The study of Dusseljee et al., (2011) examining the status of IwIDs participating in leisure activities revealed that these individuals had difficulty in participating in activities compared to individuals without disabilities and were unable to build social interaction. Zilijstra and Vlaskamp (2005) reported that leisure time activities generally include watching television and listening to music and were mainly performed on weekends. The same study also claimed that there were no
Bourke-Taylor et al. (2009) developed and applied a scale that passive activities provided these individuals with the opportunity to a group and feeling of self-competence. They also stated that they had problems accessing these activities and they mainly performed these activities alone or with their peers.

Chen et al. (2016) reported that the degree of disability affected participation. In a similar study, Rannikko and Torvinen (2018) argued that the lack of sports activities, transportation facilities, and coaching services in Finland restricted the participation of these individuals in leisure activities. However, Bedia et al. (2013) could not find a relationship between quality of life and participation in leisure activities, while stating that participation in these activities was a predictor of emotional and physical well-being. Mactavish and Mahon (2005) claimed that IwDs preferred individual activities that include learning and exercising that they performed with their free will. They added that these activities had a positive effect on their abilities and attitudes and that they were more satisfied with such activities.

In studies examining the participation of children and young IwDs in leisure time activities, Melbee and Ytterhus (2017) found that young individuals of both genders mostly preferred sportive and cultural activities and wanted to participate in activities similar to those that their peers without disabilities do.

Buttimer and Tierney (2005) reported that young individuals in special education schools were alone and passive in their leisure activities and their most preferred activities were watching television, listening to music, eating and drinking activities, walking, listening to radio, making phone calls, shopping, reading magazines, family visits, car trips, and watching movies. They added that the obstacles preventing them from participating in leisure time activities included reasons such as lack of sufficient time or money and suitable locations, being unable to travel, being unable to get their parents’ consent, and not knowing how the activity is done.

A study by Solish et al. (2010) asserted that there are differences in the participation of children with and without disabilities in social, recreation, and leisure activities. They also claimed that the socioeconomic status of a family affected their participation, and children with autism spectrum disorder participated in these activities more than children with intellectual disabilities. The same study cited the activities they participated as following: playing games, going to birthday parties, spending time with a friend at home, slumber parties, talking on the phone, and going to shopping centers. King et al. (2005) collected data by applying the Children’s Assessment of Participation and Enjoyment and Preferences for Activities of Children scales to children with intellectual disabilities in the age group ranging from six to 15. Their findings revealed that there was a correlation between the neighborhood, family and child variables, and entertainment and intensity variables and there were differences between gender and age groups.

The study of King et al. (2014) examined the participation of young individuals with severe disabilities in leisure activities and found that activity setting selected by youngsters provided them with a chance for selection, social interaction, social activity, psychological participation, and a sense of belonging to a group and feeling of self-competence. They also stated that passive activities provided these individuals with the opportunity to challenge, select, and develop social interaction.

Bourke-Taylor et al. (2009) developed and applied a scale titled Assistance to Participate Scale measuring leisure time possibilities of 149 children consisting of different disability groups. The findings of the study revealed that there were differences between the participation of children in inclusive and separate schools and activities done alone at home or school and participation rates of disability groups. The researchers also emphasized that children with intellectual disabilities participated in activities such as watching TV, listening to music, playing indoors and outdoors, playing with friends at home, or their friends’ houses. Rosner et al. (2004) reported that there is a correlation between age and social competence in the participation in leisure activities of children with Down syndrome. They also stated that these children did not participate in sports activities and mostly preferred musical activities, reading, and doing puzzles. According to Artar (2018), working young IwDs, in their leisure time, spent time with home-based passive activities.

Artar and Ergenekon (2019) claimed that leisure time is a time-frame that is neglected in adults with developmental deficiencies and that they encountered problems in participating in these activities. Aci̇ksöz et al. (2011) reported that cognitive and physical functions played a role in the participation of adults with intellectual disabilities in these activities and that they had lower participation levels. Corders and Howard (2005) conducted interviews with 60 adults with intellectual disabilities and found that they mainly spent time doing activities such as bowling, swimming, watching television or films, and doing handicrafts. The study of Iriarte et al. (2014) examined 168 adults with intellectual disabilities and determined that the participants considered leisure time activities entertaining, and were happy during the activities. Besides, they mainly participated in leisure activities such as watching television, going to the pub, drinking with friends, listening to the radio, playing the accordion, and going on holiday.

Tamar-Weiss et al. (2003) stated that the participation of young individuals with physical and intellectual disabilities in independent activities was limited. However, they highlighted that the participants could learn these activities with help and independent activities increased their skills and self-esteem; therefore, they were of vital importance. Eratay (2013) examined a group of young individuals with moderate intellectual disabilities and found that more than half of the participants did not play sports or participate in any activities, and they were mainly engaged in playing with computer games, singing, drawing, and doing handicrafts. Moreover, none of them were a member of a club or team.

In a study on the effectiveness of programs regarding leisure time activities, Eratay (2013) found that the prepared program was partially effective in the development of social skills and reducing the emotional-behavioral problems of individuals with intellectual disabilities. Karakaş (2018) reported that the 24-week leisure time activity program improved motor efficiency and physical fitness of children with mild intellectual disabilities while Duvedev (2002) claimed that participation in recreation programs had a positive effect on the perception of physical self-awareness in children with intellectual disabilities while Duvdevang (2002) claimed that participation in leisure activities such as watching TV, listening to music, playing indoors and outdoors, playing with friends at home, or their friends’ houses. Rosner et al. (2004) reported that there is a correlation between age and social competence in the participation in leisure activities of children with Down syndrome. They also stated that these children did not participate in sports activities and mostly preferred musical activities, reading, and doing puzzles. According to Artar (2018), working young IwDs, in their leisure time, spent time with home-based passive activities.

Different methods have been conducted to teach IwDs leisure skills. Studies on the effectiveness of individualized teaching materials are as follows: button sewing (Demir, 1996), sewing (Tamar-Weiss, 1997), and canvas embroidery with tapestry needle (Eratay & Guler Ozkan, 2004). Some examples about the effectiveness of simultaneous prompting procedure are as fol-
that the participants without intellectual disabilities mostly
participated in social activities more, while those with intellectual disabilities attended and teachers working in special education schools. They also argued that these students had limited repertoire of these skills, and the skills are needed to be taught to them, and they mostly spent their leisure time with their friends and families. Çay and Eratay (2019) examined the perceptions of the parents of children with multiple disabilities and reported that these children spent most of their time at home, mainly by watching TV, reading books, listening to music, and using mobile phones. They also noted that they exercised and played games with their parents as well as went to the cinema, had dinner, chatted, praying and traveled together.

Eratay et al. (2017) concluded that ceramics education given to children with disabilities in inclusive education resulted in a partial increase in language skills, and families of children with and without disabilities believed that the program was beneficial for their children. They also emphasized that the families demanded new art activities in inclusive education. Although the educators stated that they were involved in this kind of activity for the first time, all children were easily integrated and successful outputs were achieved in both groups.

In the planning of leisure activities; personnel, material, time management, setting, intervention, and assessment are important issues in terms of the functionality of the activity. In Turkey, there are no institutions or organizations having a complete package providing leisure activities systematically. Services and courses provided by public educational centers and local administrations are limited (Kaya, 2019). Identification of the support necessary in teaching leisure activities to individuals with disabilities, preparation of the individual, provision of education with suitable teaching, the inclusion of repetition to teaching, conducting generalization processes were the reason why skill is considered important (Artar & Ergenekon, 2019).

When working with students with intellectual disabilities, the level of students must be first determined and preparation work, such as structured and repeated basic artworks, sensory experience like how to use painting brush on paper, activities on how tools or instruments should be used. Then, processes related to developing motor skills and hand-eye coordination should be conducted, and skill analysis must be performed by dividing the skill into small steps in the teaching of the target art skill (Ozdemir, 2018).

Creativity can be expressed in line with daily life, work, family life, social interaction, and especially leisure activities. Creative leisure activities support a positive attitude, develop adaptation, help individuals use spare time appropriately, benefit from some additional specification and achievement. Furthermore, while they mitigate pain, illness, and anxiety, creative leisure activities improve satisfaction and provide access to the social network. When these activities are provided to an individual, the individual's capacity, adaptation, and assistance to the individual must be taken into consideration. Other things that should be taken into consideration are individual's eye contact, mobility, attention span, and cognitive characteristics. If the individual has difficulty in understanding, a suitable format must be determined by information and structuring. Starting with a short and
simple intervention provides a chance for success that may facilitate focusing on learning. Being a role model may be the right approach. The use of high-quality tools and materials increases the chance of successful output. A suitable distance should be kept with the individual; in addition, the setting and materials must be stimulating if the individual prefers participating in some creative activities with others, his/her access to groups should be facilitated (Creek, 2008).

Marbling art and stone painting are also among the art activities that develop creativity in leisure activities. In marbling art, water concentration is increased with adragant, paint is sprinkled with special brushes, and the patterns on the water are transferred to paper (Arıtan, 1999). Marbling art improves making good use of time, motivation, creativity, patience, and discipline. It also enables stress control, develops self-esteem, motivation, patience, tolerance, understanding, and hand skills. With this activity, children might have peace of mind, develop different perspectives, socialize, and increase their school success (Gür, 2012; İçel, 2014; Kaya, 2012).

In stone art therapy, round stones with smooth surfaces are preferred and painted. The use of different colors is effective in coping with stress. Creative and relaxing activities such as mandala painting, cathartic writing, and drawing help individuals feel better and let them free their minds. With this activity, relaxation, imagination, mental flexibility, improving concentration, and freeing themselves from the burdens of daily problems are attained. Stone art also helps individuals have a great time and improve their artistic skills by opening up an amazing world of possibilities. In stone painting, round stones smoothened by water, acrylic paints, dense acrylic pens, ultra-shiny polishes, and plain brushes are used. Mandalas, animal figures, and entertaining patterns are the most common instruments used in stone-painting designs. Stone art therapy is a preferred intervention and hobby due to its entertaining and economic characteristics (https://savilgabiran.com/tas-sanati-terapisi-ile-stresi-rahatlati/ accessed on 26.01.2020).

While stone painting improves children’s productivity and aesthetic sense, encountering different materials not only supports their psycho-motor, cognitive, and social developments but also helps develop positive attitudes and behaviors. The stone painting also gives the chance of expressing emotions and thoughts freely, providing an important tool for emotional expression and self-knowledge. Besides, by doing this activity, children develop personality, socialize, and become happy. The most important achievements of stone painting are the development of a sense of aesthetics, creativity, fine motor skills, and hand-eye coordination (https://www.evminaltintopu.com/tas-boyama-etkinligi/ accessed on 26.01.2020.)

Children and young IwIDs participating in art activities acquire several achievements through these activities. Related studies have shown that simultaneous prompting, activity schedules, constant time delay, and video-modeling are more commonly used methods in teaching leisure skills to IwIDs while teaching with the direct instruction method and teaching of artistic activities is limited. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study on marbling (Eldeniz-Çetin & Ulugöl, 2017) and few other studies. Marbling and stone painting are also among the art activities that develop creativity in leisure activities. During the direct instruction method, teaching marbling and stone-painting skills to young IwIDs. The study examined the following research questions:

1. Is the direct instruction method for young IwIDs effective for Aycan, Ferit, and Sefa in teaching marbling and stone-painting skills?
2. Are the skills taught with the direct instruction method to young IwIDs maintained after the first, third, and fourth weeks?
3. Are young IwIDs capable of generalizing the skills they learned with different people, settings, and materials?
4. What are the perceptions (social validity findings) of the parents of the participants on skills acquired by the young individuals as a result of the teaching?

Methodology

Study Method

Multiple probe model with an inter-participant probe, one of the single-subject research methods, was used in this study. In this model, the first baseline data were collected simultaneously from all participants. After achieving the stability in the baseline data, the intervention was implemented on the first participant. When the required criterion was met in the intervention, the probe sessions were initiated in all participants, and the data of three consecutive sessions were collected. While the participant who was taught was expected to meet the criteria, the parallelism with baseline data was expected in the two other participants. Following the probe phase, the intervention was conducted on the second participant, and probing was launched on all participants when the criteria were met. While the first and second participants were expected to meet the requirements, the third participant was expected to show parallelism to the baseline data (Tekin-Iftar & Kircali-Iftar, 2004). In this study, experimental control was established with the performance shown by the participants at probing phases being similar to the performance of the participants who were taught the skill in the probe phases.

Study Variables

The dependent variable of this study is the level of learning of the marbling and stone-painting skills by young IwIDs. The dependent variable is the direct instruction method used in teaching marbling and stone-painting skills to young IwIDs.

Direct Instruction Method

The study adopted the direct instruction method to make students independent in the skill being taught. Before teaching interventions, the content to be taught is organized, and the teaching objectives related to the skill to be taught were determined (Baumann, 1985; Güzel, 1998). Based on clear and written plans, this teacher-centered method is a multi-faceted teaching strategy for assessment (Mitchell, 2008).

The direct instruction method can be used in teaching concepts, processes, or skills to be taught to students. However, students must have prerequisite skills before proceeding to teaching skills (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983).

1) Rosenshine and Stevens (1986) determined the following six stages analyzing the content of the direct instruction process: Daily review stage: The prerequisite skills required for the skill are reviewed and skill teaching is started.

2) Presentation/modeling stage:
-Defining the goals of the skill verbally and in writing (e.g., Today we will do marbling with you)
- Drawing the attention of students and divide the skill into small pieces

- Modeling the skill using a clear and consistent language teacher is showing how to do the skill by saying "I now take the brush in my hand, dip it into the paint can..."

- Asking questions and making explanations to see whether students understand.

- Providing various examples (We splashed the red paint in the marbling vat first. Now we are splashing the green paint.)

3) Guided practices stage: At this stage, students are expected to adapt to the materials under the guidance and control of their teacher and to achieve 80% success in every step of the skill. Besides, questions can also be asked during this stage. Verbal clues can be given, and when students become independent in the skill, these clues can be held back. Corrective feedback can be provided by the teacher. At the stage of being a model, the student can try out the skill. At this stage, the student performs the skill by doing more exercises while the teacher observes. If the student is unable to perform the skill, the modeling stage is applied (Güzel, 1998; Mitchell, 2008).

4) Correction and feedback stage: Instant feedback is provided to reduce mistakes.

5) Independent Interventions: At this stage, while students perform the skill, the teacher makes annotations if screening is required. The students should be able to perform the skill independently at this stage, and opportunities should be given to them again. This stage may take longer.

6) Weekly and monthly review stage: Through this stage, students are checked whether the skill is learned or not (Güzel, 1998; Mitchell, 2008).

Participants of the Study

This section provides information on the observer, implementer, and participants of the study. This study was conducted on a total of three participants, consisting of one female and two males, attending a private special education center located at a central district of a province of the West Black Sea Region in Turkey. Code names were given and used for the participants. Three young individuals who fulfilled the prerequisite skills for marbling and stone-painting skills and diagnosed with mild intellectual disability volunteered to participate in the study. The participants who did not possess these skills were included in the study. Necessary consent forms were obtained before the study starts, the families of the participants were contacted, and the necessary information was provided regarding the study process. Aycan, Ferdi, and Sefa were used as the code names for the participants.

Prerequisite skills were identified as follows: verbal expression, the minimum attention span of 10 minutes for audio and visual activities, following and imitating motor behaviors, fulfilling verbal instructions, being able to identify colors, and having the necessary hand-eye coordination.

The participants of the study are:

Aycan, attending a special education vocational school, is a 16-year-old female student with mild intellectual disability with a capability of independent self-care, communication, small and big muscle skills, and the modification one or two-step instructions.

Ferdi, attending vocational and technical Anadolu high school, is a 15-year-old male student with mild intellectual disability. He is capable of independent self-care, communication, small and big muscle skills, and the modification one or two-step instructions. He is also capable of mathematics, reading comprehension, and expression skills.

Sefa, attending a special education vocational school, is a 16-year-old male student with mild intellectual disability. He has reading, writing, and mathematics skills. He is capable of independent self-care, communication, small and big muscle, skills, and the modification one or two-step instructions. The students attend a private special education institution after school.

Setting

The probe, instruction, and maintenance sessions of the study, examining the effectiveness of the direct instruction method in teaching leisure activities to young IwIDs, were conducted in the group education room of the private special education center. The class has a table, chairs, and a cabinet to put the required tools-materials.

Tools-Materials

The following tools and materials were used in the probe and instruction sessions:

In marbling, an adragant vat, red and blue adragant paints, two brushes, awl, and adragant paper. In stone painting; square stones of 5x5 dimensions, red stone paint, one brush, thick acrylic paint pen, and spray polish. Yellow and green paints were used in the generalization session for marbling, whereas rectangular stones of 5x10 dimensions and green paint, thin acrylic paint pen were used in stone painting. Video recordings were made by a student attending the special education section with a video camera. Criterion-referenced test performance-recording form was used for recording the data obtained from the sessions for both marbling and stone-painting activities. The same form was used to record the data collected from the probe and maintenance sessions as well.

Skill Analyses

In the preparation of skill analysis for marbling and stone-painting skills, a specialist from the drawing department of the university, who is competent in these skills, was consulted, and the pilot interventions were conducted by an implementer. Marbling analysis consists of 12, and the stone-painting skill analysis consists of 14 steps.

Intervention Process

The study was conducted between March and July in the spring term of 2018–2019. Participants attended their education on weekdays, until 4:30 PM, at their school and came to the private special education institution on weekends, in the afternoons only. The study and intervention were conducted on a one-to-one basis with the three students. Criterion-referenced tests and performance-recording tables were prepared for the skills. Criterion-referenced tests included the statement, question, criteria, and questions. During the assessment, the single opportunity technique was used to determine how much of the target skill they can perform on their own. The sessions were held two days on weekdays and one session each day. The first baseline data were collected for all participants, and once the stable data were obtained, the probe sessions were initiated.
for all participants when the criteria was met for the first participant. When all participants met the criterion, the maintenance, and generalization sessions were started one, three, and four weeks later. First, marbling and then stone-painting skills were taught.

**Probe Sessions**

Full and daily probe sessions were held in this study. Full probe sessions of simultaneous three sessions were held for each participant after the participant who was taught to collect the baseline information before the initiation of teaching. Daily probe sessions were organized during the instruction session to constitute the intervention data of the study for the participant who was being taught. A trial was made in each probe session, and this was assessed over 100% with the reactions given by the participants being taken into consideration in the data collected.

An attention-drawing stimulant like “Now, we will do marbling together. Are you ready?” was given for marbling in the probe sessions. When the participant expressed readiness, skill prompt was given in the form of “Do marbling.” An attention-drawing stimulant was given in the form of “now we will paint stone with you. Are you ready?” for stone painting in the probe sessions. When the participant expressed readiness, verbal reinforcement was made with “Well done,” now “.... paint the stone” instruction was issued. Response time of five seconds was set for the first step of the skill to be done by the participant, and a response was expected in this period. An A (+) sign was placed on the data collection form in the skill analysis when the skill step was achieved, and an a (-) sign was placed in the event of a wrong response. Sessions were ended when the participant gave an incorrect answer. The probe sessions lasted approximately 10 minutes.

**Instruction Sessions**

Marbling instruction sessions were held in the group education room in the private special education institution. A cue was given for marbling like “Now, we will do marbling together. Are you ready?” and reinforcement was provided when the participant expressed their readiness. The participant stood on the right side of the implementer. Marbling materials were prepared on the table in advance. The materials were introduced to the participant, and attention was drawn to the activity. In the modeling phase, the implementer dipped the brushes in the paint containers in front of them, sprinkled this on the adragant container, and shaped it with an awl. The implementer guided the participant by placing the adragant paint on the container, then lifting it and leaving it to dry. During the guided interventions phase, the same skill steps were repeated with guidance. In the independent intervention phase, a “do marbling” skill prompt was given to the participant, and the participant was requested to do the skill without assistance; daily assessments were made after the independent intervention phase. Data regarding the daily assessments of the target skill were obtained at this phase and transferred to a graph. The instruction sessions lasted approximately 20 – 25 minutes.

**Maintenance and Generalization Sessions**

The maintenance sessions of the study were conducted to determine whether the participants could achieve the skills that they learned one, three, and four weeks after the instruction was completed, with the same method used on a one-to-one basis by the researcher with the participants in the probe sessions.

Generalizing sessions of the study were held to determine whether the participants could generalize the skills that they learned with different settings, materials, and people. No cues were given in the generalizing sessions, like in the probe sessions. Generalizing sessions were held in a kitchen in the private special education institution accompanied by an institution’s teacher with different materials. The teacher gave the skill prompt like “do marbling” in marbling and “paint the stone” in the stone painting and provided reinforcements at the end of the session saying something like “well done, this is very nice.” The maintenance and generalization sessions lasted approximately 20 – 25 minutes.

**Reliability**

The inter-observer reliability of the study was calculated with the following formula: “number of agreements / [number of agreements + number of disagreements] 100” (Tekin-Iftar & Kırcaalı-Iftar, 2004). The reliability calculation was made in 30% of the probe, instruction, maintenance, and generalization sessions of the study. The reliability of the study data was obtained from a lecturer with a doctorate degree, who had been working at the special education department of a university for 25 years and who is competent and experienced in the field of special education. In the study, the reliability percentages for the full probe sessions were 100% for marbling and stone painting; the inter-observer reliability percentages were 100% for marbling and stone painting; the inter-observer reliability percentages for maintenance sessions were 100% for marbling and stone painting; and the inter-observer reliability percentages for generalization sessions were 100% for marbling and stone painting.

The data collected for the intervention reliability of the study were calculated using the following formula: “observed implementer behavior/planned implementer behavior x 100.” (Tekin-Iftar & Kırcaalı-Iftar, 2004).

The intervention reliability of the study data was collected in 30% of the sessions of the study by considering the following issues:

- a) Target stimulus
- b) Control of tools-equipment
- c) Drawing attention
- d) Presenting a target stimulus
- e) Modeling
- f) Doing together
- g) Doing independently
- h) Reinforcement of student’s behavior
- i) Feedback/correction
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Intervention reliability of the study data related to all participants and all the behaviors were found as 100% for marbling and stone painting.

Data Analysis

The effectiveness of the study data was analyzed with the graphical analysis method. The correct behavior percentages of the participants were shown with equal intervals of 0–100 in two separate graphs with the probe, generalizing, instruction, and maintenance sessions on the horizontal axis and marbling and stone-painting skills, which are the dependent variables of the study on the vertical axis. Whether the experimental control was established in the study or not was determined by only the intervention of the independent variable diachronically to the variability of the dependent variable.

The social validity of the study data was collected from the parents of the participants. The following questions were directed to the parents of the participants, and their answers were assessed with descriptive analysis:

1. What are your opinions on the activity applied to your child?
2. What are your opinions on the skills applied to your child?
3. What kind of benefits will this activity provide for your children?
4. Is there anything you want to add?

Findings

This part summarized that the findings on the effectiveness of the direct instruction method in teaching marbling and stone-painting skills to young IwIDs and the maintenance and generalization of the skills.

Findings on the Effectiveness of the Direct Instruction Method in Teaching Marbling skill

Aycan
Aycan achieved 15% performance in the baseline sessions. When the stable data were obtained in the baseline data, instruction sessions were initiated. Five instruction sessions were held in teaching the skill, which was continued until the criterion was met at the level of 100%. In the probe sessions after the instruction sessions, skill steps were conducted with a 100% success in the generalization and maintenance sessions. Under the light of these findings, it is seen that Aycan acquired, maintained, and generalized the skill of marbling with the direct instruction method.

Ferdi
Five instruction sessions were held with Ferdi. He achieved 15% performance in the baseline sessions that were held before the launch of the instruction. This rate increased to 100% at the end of the instruction sessions. No changes have occurred in the success status of Ferdi in the probe sessions held after the instruction sessions. The success level was 100% in the maintenance data and generalization sessions. Considering these findings, it is seen that Ferdi acquired, maintained, and generalized the skill of marbling with the direct instruction method.

Sefa
Five instruction sessions were held with Sefa. He attained 15% performance in baseline sessions. This rate increased to 100% after the second instruction session. The success level was 100% in the maintenance and generalization sessions achieved after the instruction sessions. Under the light of these findings, it is seen that Sefa acquired, maintained, and generalized the skill of marbling with the direct instruction method.

Findings on the Effectiveness of the Direct Instruction Method in Stone-painting Skill

The data obtained regarding the teaching of stone-painting skills for all participants are presented in Figure 2.

![Figure 1. Marbling Data](image1)

![Figure 2. Stone-painting Data](image2)
Aycan

Aycan presented 15% performance in the baseline sessions. When the stable data were obtained in the baseline data, the instruction sessions were started. Five instruction sessions were held with her, and it was seen that the criterion was met at a 100% level in the maintenance and generalization sessions. The findings depicted that Aycan acquired, maintained, and generalized the skill of stone painting with the direct instruction method.

Ferdi

Five instruction sessions were held with Ferdi. He attained 15% performance in the baseline sessions, and it was seen that he met the criterion at a 100% level in the first session held after the stable data were obtained. Skill steps were realized with a 100% success in the full probe sessions. His success level was 100% in the maintenance and generalization sessions held after the instruction sessions. The findings depicted that Ferdi acquired, maintained, and generalized the skill of stone painting with the direct instruction method.

Sefa

Five instruction sessions were held with Sefa. He attained 15% performance in the baseline sessions, and it was seen that he met the criterion at a 100% level in the first teaching session after the stable data were obtained. Sefa achieved a 100% success in the maintenance and generalization sessions. The findings revealed that he acquired, maintained, and generalized the skill of stone painting with the direct instruction method.

In addition to the findings given above, the implementer observed that all participants were happy during the intervention of the skills and performed their skills happily and willingly. The participants would say “Please start with me first” at the interventions of the study. When attaining the skills steps of the instruction sessions, Ferdi also expressed his happiness verbally. For example, “I am now dipping my brush in the paint, sprinkling my paint on the tray, and making shapes.” “first, I am painting the front face, .... Now I am drawing my lines with the pen, polishing.”

Social Validity Findings

A social validity form, consisting of four questions, was created in consultation with a specialist to obtain findings related to the social validity of the study, and these were applied to the parents of the participants with the interview method. The interviews were conducted at the end of the intervention by the implementer of the study in the principal’s room of the institution. Aycan’s father and Ferdi and Sefa’s mothers participated in the interviews. The interviews took 15–20 minutes.

Opinions of the Parents on the Intervention

1. “It was a good intervention; I am pleased, it took her one step further.”
2. “I am satisfied. It was a different kind of fun for him. He came here happily and willingly. I am very pleased. His skills have developed.”
3. “It was very nice for his. It prevented his from closing himself at home. It was very good for him.”

Opinions of the Families on the Skills Applied

1. “She was very restricted; the intervention helped her eliminate these restrictions. It helped her improve writing skills and made progress.”
2. “They were very good activities that helped him develop; they guided him and developed his creativity.”
3. “He does not talk much about what he did, but both activities were nice and beneficial.”

Opinions of the Families on the Kinds of Benefits Provided by the Intervention to Their Children

1. “Contributed to her reading and writing skills, I do not see any missing issues. It was very useful for the future. I hope she becomes an artist. It helped her make great progress.”
2. “Drawing and art activities are not provided at school very much. I really want these activities to continue and help my child develops if he has talent.”
3. “The activities have increased his self-confidence. He mainly spent his time on the computer. I am very happy that he is engaged in a different activity. These activities prevented her from getting bored at home and reduced his ill-temper.”

Discussion

This study examines the impact of the direct instruction method on teaching marbling and stone painting as leisure skills to young IwIDs. The study also examines whether the learned skills are maintained one, three, and four weeks after teaching and whether the taught skills can be generalized to different people, settings, tools, and equipment.

Study findings indicate that the participants acquired the skills regarding marbling and stone painting and maintained their skills and generalized them with different people, settings, and tools-equipment. As Figure 1 and Figure 2 depict, the number of instruction sessions of the participants is close to each other. To ensure that the participants can perform to meet the criterion, it can be said that individuals with similar cognitive characteristics were selected in terms of prerequisite conditions during the selection of the participants. The literature review showed that studies were conducted on the effectiveness of individualized teaching materials in the teaching of leisure skills to IwIDs (Demir, 1996; Özoğuz, 1997; Eratay & Gürsel, 2004). Even though the analyses of the study were conducted with a different method, there are similarities between the findings in terms of partial effectiveness.

Moreover, the participants learned, maintained, and generalized the skills in the studies in which leisure skills were taught to IwIDs with the simultaneous prompting procedure in the single-subject research model (Cankaya & Eratay, 2011; Leblebici, 2012; Gökmen, Tekinarslan & Çifçi Tekinarslan, 2014; Çulha, 2010; Aslan, 2009; Aslan & Eratay, 2009; Yücesoy-Özkan & Gürsel, 2006; Özney, 2005; Topsakal, 2004, Eldeniz-Çetin & Çay, 2016). In this aspect, the findings of this study are in line with the findings of the studies on the effectiveness of simultaneous prompting procedure. Also, in studies in which video-modeling was used for teaching leisure skills to IwIDs, the participants learned, maintained, and generalized the skills (Aytuk et al., 2014; Ulugöl, 2018; Eldeniz-Çetin & Ulugöl, 2017; Chan et al., 2013; Hammond et al., 2010; Zhan et al. 2004). The study findings have some similarities with the results of the aforementioned studies in this aspect.

Moreover, the findings of this study have a partial similarity with the findings of the study on the effectiveness of activity schedules in IwIDs (Arslan, 2017) and studies in which leisure skills were taught to children with autism spectrum disorders using the errorless teaching method.
It is safe to say that studies on teaching leisure skills were mainly conducted using multiple probe design with probe conditions across participants of the single-subject research model. This study has similarities and parallelism with other studies in terms of this aspect as well.

Eldeniz-Çetin and Ulugöl (2017) taught marbling skill, which was taught with the direct instruction method in this study, to young IwIDs with video modeling. It is interesting that even though the same skill was taught with different methods, the individuals acquired, maintained, and generalized this skill, so it is also possible to say that there is parallelism here.

Studies on teaching playing games on a tablet or computer (Eliçin & Kaya, 2016) and fixing blown tires (Çay, 2019) to IwIDs with the direct instruction method have similarities and overlap with the findings of this study in terms of the effectiveness of the direct instruction method.

The findings of studies examining the opinions of the teachers and parents on leisure activities revealed that adequate activities for these individuals were not available at schools (Çay & Eldeniz-Çetin, 2017); successful results were obtained from the activities that children benefited (Eratay et al., 2016); and that children mostly spent time at their homes (Çay & Eratay, 2013; Bayram, 2016). Regarding the social validity findings, the parents stated that they were very happy with the activity because they thought it contributed to the development of their children. They also expressed that the intervention was beneficial, and there were no such activities in their schools. Social validity findings support the findings of Çay & Eldeniz-Çetin (2017), Eratay et al., (2016), Çay & Eratay (2019), Eratay (2013), and Bayram (2016).

In the study, the parents stated that the aggressiveness of their children mitigated, their children were bored at home and that the activity increased their self-confidence. These findings of this study support the studies and opinions that leisure activities promote trust and courage and provide behavioral therapy (Aksu, 2011; Kaya, 2019; Sukan, 2013; Yaman, 2015). Moreover, Ferdi expressed the skill steps verbally during the sessions. This finding is consistent with the findings of Aksu (2011) that artistic activities improve the ability of self-expression.

Some studies postulated that the participation of IwIDs in leisure activities is limited (Dusseljee et al., 2011; Zlijstra & Vlaskamp, 2005; Bertildsdotter-Rosqvist, 2015; Armila, Rannikko & Torvinen, 2018). This study could be argued to be important in terms of providing an opportunity for these young individuals with limited participation in these activities. At the end of the study, the skill tools and equipment used in the study were dry, and they were allowed to take them home. Some products were delivered to the institution to be placed in the students’ files. However, the study could not be exhibited because the end of the study coincided with a holiday. It is important that students’ work is to be presented to teachers, parents, and other visitors. The products of the intervention can be exhibited. A very simple method was employed in marbling. More complex patterns, such as tulip making, can be implemented. In stone painting: square and rectangular stones and line drawing on the stone were used. With different stones, for example, oval, circle stones, or large size stones, animal figures, mandala patterns can be examined. In future studies, marbling and stone-painting skill may be taught with the direct instruction method to children with different disabilities and in different settings or as individual and group teaching. Leisure skills may be obtained through different methods. In addition, at the end of the study, the materials and equipment used in the study were given to the institution as gifts for the use of other individuals. The teaching of artistic activities can be added to the school curricula so that neglected leisure time activities can be compensated. Programs for teaching leisure activities for teachers and families can be organized. Free time activities where families and young people attend can be arranged (For example, the whole school is going on a picnic together, parents and young people attending a drama event). In this research, individual education was provided. Future studies should examine the activities in which young people with and without disabilities participate together in inclusion settings. In this study, the perceptions of the parents were collected. Future studies may examine the perceptions of teachers and participants. The direct instruction method used in teaching leisure skills may be used with other methods to compare their effectiveness and efficiency.

Conclusion

The study examined the effectiveness of the direct instruction method in teaching marbling and stone painting as leisure skills among young IwIDs. The inter-observer reliability of the study was 100% for full probe, daily probe, maintenance, and generalization sessions in marbling and stone painting. The implementation reliability of this study was 100% for all participants and behaviors. The participants learned the marbling and stone-painting skills taught with the direct instruction method, and maintenance and generalization were attained. As for the social validity findings, the parents stated that they were very happy with the activity and that it was beneficial for their children.

The use of the direct instruction method and a small number of participants may be a limitation of the study. Regarding the recommendations on the intervention, it can be recommended that the direct instruction method is used in the teaching of leisure skills by IwIDs’ teachers. Different leisure time skills such as glass mosaic making, kite making, glass painting, and macramé making can be taught through this method. The research was conducted in an individual study class in a private education center. Considering that it was an artistic study, some difficulties were encountered in the classroom from time to time. Such a study can be better conducted in a workshop class. The painted papers removed from the vat during the marbling works were dried on the radiators. From time to time, paint dripped from the paper. At the end of the study, the implementer cleaned the paint stains on the floor. As the paints used during the interventions were selected from the paints, they did not leave a stain on the floor and come out quickly when washed or wiped with a wet towel. During the research, there was no stain on students’ clothes. However, aprons and gloves can be used in marbling and stone-painting activities. Some of the study products were given to students when they were dry, and they were allowed to take them home. Some products were delivered to the institution to be placed in the students’ files. However, the study could not be exhibited because the end of the study coincided with a holiday. It is important that students’ work is to be presented to teachers, parents, and other visitors. The products of the intervention can be exhibited. A very simple method was employed in marbling. More complex patterns, such as tulip making, can be implemented. In stone painting: square and rectangular stones and line drawing on the stone were used. With different stones, for example, oval, circle stones, or large size stones, animal figures, mandala patterns can be examined. In future studies, marbling and stone-painting skill may be taught with the direct instruction method to children with different disabilities and in different settings or as individual and group teaching. Leisure skills may be obtained through different methods. In addition, at the end of the study, the materials and equipment used in the study were given to the institution as gifts for the use of other individuals. The teaching of artistic activities can be added to the school curricula so that neglected leisure time activities can be compensated. Programs for teaching leisure activities for teachers and families can be organized. Free time activities where families and young people attend can be arranged (For example, the whole school is going on a picnic together, parents and young people attending a drama event). In this research, individual education was provided. Future studies should examine the activities in which young people with and without disabilities participate together in inclusion settings. In this study, the perceptions of the parents were collected. Future studies may examine the perceptions of teachers and participants. The direct instruction method used in teaching leisure skills may be used with other methods to compare their effectiveness and efficiency.
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